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Nurturing
compassionate
citizens of the future
Weaving together pedagogy
and curriculum
Penny Coltman and Luke Rolls

Introduction
We need to contemplate the future when we think about education in the present.We must acknowledge that the world in which our young learners will find
themselves is likely to be a very different one from the present and the challenges
they will face are yet unknown. We must ask what kind of people we want our
children to become and how can we ensure they are able to face these challenges. In an increasingly turbulent world with issues of mental health, inequality,
the corruption of democracies and a lack of willingness to embrace diversities
frequently dominating headlines, it becomes even clearer that young people
need to be equipped with a securely embedded set of skills, qualities and values
which will help them to steer through the challenges and complexities of life.
As well as arguing that this understanding should inform the curriculum content of what we teach, this chapter will discuss the ways in which we teach this,
drawing upon established research literature. At the University of Cambridge
Primary School (UCPS), we identified three hallmark pedagogies which appear
to hold considerable potential for fostering learning autonomy (which we argue
is vital for young people to grapple with the diversities of the 21st-century
world). These ‘golden threads’ of oracy and dialogue, playful enquiry and habits
of mind cannot be so easily separated from the ‘what’ of the curriculum when
our curriculum aims are held in mind. In order to create truly compassionate
citizens who develop both knowledge and academic excellence alongside positive dispositions as learners, our hope is that we nurture warm-hearted human
beings. The how is as important as the what. But to start with, we must consider
the why. Why are we doing what we are doing?
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Our schools
Prior to our school opening, many hours were spent discussing key questions
around the aims, values and ambitions of the school (Gronn & Biddulph, 2016).
With the opportunity of a blank canvas for a new and unique ‘university training
school’, a number of questions were posed:
■■
■■
■■

■■

What was our vision for the school’s pupils as future citizens?
How could we enhance both children’s learning and their wellbeing?
How could we help to develop the critical thinking skills, resilience, courage, empathy, imagination and creativity needed to produce the craftspeople,
doctors, mechanics or visionaries of the future?
How do we balance knowledge-rich content with life-important skills?

The school was founded with influence from the Cambridge Primary Review
(Alexander, 2010). Based at the Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge,
the Review was carried out between 2006 and 2010 and was the most comprehensive review of primary education undertaken since the report of the
Plowden committee published in 1967 (CACAE, 1967). A multitude of sources
representing the widest possible representation of all involved in, or concerned
with, primary education contributed to the Review. Although effective learning
in maths and English was unsurprisingly a recurring theme of the submissions
made to the Review, many made reference to the need for primary education to
address the needs of the ‘whole child’. Attributes such as joy, curiosity, interpersonal skills and enthusiasm were perceived as desirable foundations for the future.
One parent’s submission is especially pertinent in the context of this chapter:
I do not relish being looked after in my older years by a generation, all of
whom have level 5 in their SATs and 5A* GCSEs, but who will not be nice
to me or each other and who will not value or seek to invest in relationships
which hold communities and ultimately society in place.
(Alexander, 2010, pp 184–185)
The two aspirations of academic excellence and an ethos of developing social
and emotional competences are, however, by no means mutually exclusive.
Indeed, a desire to nurture and develop compassionate citizens who will make a
positive contribution to their local and global worlds is at the core of the UCPS
curriculum. The UCPS curriculum embedded these aims within pedagogical
approaches informed by a substantive body of recent research.

A purposefully designed curriculum
We have drawn on the extensive research evidence on pupil voice (Rudduck
& Flutter, 2004). This has demonstrated the importance of fostering children’s
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capabilities for making sense of the complex world in which they live through
hearing their voices and empowering them to make and express reasoned
decisions. Consequently, our curriculum aims to develop children’s skills for
discussing and challenging diverse positions respectfully and compassionately,
nurturing discussion to consider diverse views about the world and how we
should live in it. We actively promote critical thinking so that children question
assumptions about truth and knowledge. For example, how do we know that
Christopher Columbus ‘discovered’ America? Did he? Who told the story of his
discovery? Which voices are missing? Why are they missing? In understanding
the globalised communities in which we live, there is a need for children to learn
with the diversities that exist in their local and global communities. Inspired by
the words of Lord Williams (then Rowan Williams, Archbishop of Canterbury),
quoted in the Cambridge Primary Review final report, UCPS committed to
embracing diversity at school at local, national and global levels.
If you’re going to be a decision-making citizen, you need to know how to
make sense and how to recognise when someone is making sense … that
there are different ways of making sense, different sorts of questions to ask
about the world we’re in, and insofar as those questions are pursued with
integrity and seriousness they should be heard seriously and charitably.
(Lord Williams, 2008; quoted in Alexander, 2010, p 13)

The enabling space of our curriculum
To promote the development of compassionate, articulate citizens for now and
the future, we drew recognition that the ways in which we engage with children
informally and formally determines how the principles are enacted and ‘lived
out’. In the UK, the Warwick Commission Report (2015) argued that our education systems should be creative learning landscapes, infused with possibility
spaces (Burnard et al., 2017). Similarly, we have worked to develop enabling
spaces for curriculum and pedagogic possibilities to arise; spaces that are collaborative, foster agency, communality and engender trust. Building from Learning
without Limits (Hart et al., 2004) and Creating Learning without Limits (Swann et
al., 2012), the enabling space of the school is anchored by the guiding values of
empathy, respect, trust, courage and gratitude.

A new built space: the Learning Street
Built with a larger corridor (which we call ‘the Learning Street’), the Learning
Street is an extended shared space running between the classrooms of the school
which allows for large and small-scale activities, shared between classes, enabling children to work independently or in groups on self or teacher-directed
activities. The space is designed so that children have opportunities to make
autonomous choices about their learning and playful enquiry, conditions that
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appear to promote high levels of self-regulated learning (Meyer & Turner,
2002). Learning Street tasks do however have structure around them; walking
through them, a visitor would see the children applying the knowledge, skills
and vocabulary that they have developed (and been taught) in the classroom, be
supported in co-operative learning tasks by the presence of ‘talk agreements’ and
guided reflection.These are accompanied by explicit teaching and defining what
high-quality outcomes look like. Behind the physical environment and learning
tasks are the invisible norms of school values, relationships, shared expectations,
learned enjoyment and motivation. Indeed, it appears that the development of
key indicators of play, language and self-regulation are dependent on emotionally
warm, positive and purposeful social climates (Burke et al., 2016, Swann et al.,
2012; Whitebread & Coltman, 2016).

Figure 3.1 The University of Cambridge Primary School Curriculum Model
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It is this interaction between the physical environment, the explicit nurturing
of our school values and the relationships forged that create the ‘enabling space’
(Biddulph, 2017). Three ‘golden threads’ of habits of mind, oracy and dialogue,
and playful enquiry were synthesised as pedagogical hallmarks through which
to bind the curriculum together. When intertwined effectively with curriculum
content, they appeared to hold significant potential for developing autonomous
learners who are articulate, confident and able to express their views respectfully
and intelligently; and who are curious, creative and playful in ways that deepen
their knowledge and understanding of the world.
The representation of our curriculum (Figure 3.1) shows how different
aspects of the curriculum framework form an inextricable matrix, with the interdependency of the elements being the foundation of the model’s success. At the
centre is the focal aim of nurturing compassionate citizens, with the inner layer
representing the three golden threads, held together by an outer band of contexts for learning. These contexts enable core values to be understood through
learning experiences that are meaningful and relevant to children: through the
use of high quality text-rich learning, through domain-specific learning, crosscurricular learning and through ensuring that the guiding values of the school
are explicitly modelled and discussed (Biddulph et al., 2017).

Golden thread: habits of mind
The ability of children to manage their own behaviours and emotions is a key
part of self-regulation, a process increasingly recognised as pivotal in developing
effective learning. As children learn how to learn, they make secure connections between success, effort and the deployment of appropriate strategies. The
complex interplay between motivation, social and emotional factors and a child’s
ability to think about knowledge and thinking (metacognition) is thus now
widely accepted as central in influencing performance and structuring memory
(Whitebread, 2000).
Martha Bronson, working in the United States of America, put forward an
innovative model of developing self-regulation in childhood, focusing on emotional, social, cognitive and motivational aspects and demonstrating how such
factors are inextricably linked with learning (Bronson, 2000). Social aspects
of self-regulation are very much concerned with the ways in which children
gradually learn to be able to make and maintain friendships, to co-operate
with others, and to resolve social problems independently of adults. Current
research suggest that these social abilities are crucially dependent on children’s
developing ‘theory of mind’ i.e. their understanding that others have minds like
their own, and may have quite different ideas, thoughts and feelings. Known in
the literature as ‘mastery orientation’, there is research to suggest that a crucial
precursor to motivation in young children is a feeling of control and of confidence in their own abilities. This appears to lead to foster a development of
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the resilience to take risks, learn from mistakes and enjoy challenges (Schunk &
Zimmerman, 2008). Bronson (ibid) concluded that even very young children
are astonishingly capable of voluntary self-regulation, an assertion supported
by work such as that of the Cambridgeshire Independent Learning (CIndLe)
project. Thirty-two foundation stage settings, representing both pre-school
and reception class practitioners and children, contributed to this study with
outcomes that have since been replicated in a significant number of countries
(Whitebread & Basilio, 2012).
A key outcome of the CIndLe project was a checklist of relevant behaviours,
observable in a classroom setting, which teachers could use to record children’s
self-regulatory development. Examples of emotional self-regulation frequently
observed included the ability of children to recognise emotions in themselves
and others, with children becoming increasingly aware of their own and others’ emotions; an attribute fundamental to the development of emotional selfcontrol and empathy. Signs of emergence of these emotional skills are evidenced
as children help and comfort others, share and take turns independently, engage
in co-operative activities negotiating how to carry out a task and resolve social
problems with peers (Whitebread et al., 2005). Monitoring the frequency with
which such behaviours were observed enabled teachers to refine their own
pedagogical practices and to focus on the support of individuals.
There is evident resonance with the work of psychologists Art Costa and
Bena Kallick who identified 16 psychological attributes and problem-solving
skills important in supporting the learning process (Costa & Kallick, 2008).
They coined the name ‘habits of mind’ to describe these attributes which
mostly concern aspects of emotional and motivational self-regulation. Amongst
them, they include reference to empathy, referring to the ability to put oneself
in another person’s shoes and to listen to their thoughts, ideas and feelings, and
they include the notion of managing impulsivity: remaining calm and considering options. In their publication, Costa & Kallick (ibid) referred to these
attributes as ‘Habits of Mind’ and identified six dimensions: value, inclination,
sensitivity, capability, commitment and policy. They suggest that progression
through these dimensions will develop in children the lifelong disposition to
draw upon these behaviours when confronted with problems with consequently
more successful outcomes.
Recognising the importance of developing these self-regulatory habits to
promote effective learning, the University of Cambridge Primary School has
sought to engage teachers in creatively embedding these into practice. Staff
work together to plan for a learning environment that will capture children’s
imaginations and an ongoing enquiry into developing pedagogical approaches
that aim to create self-regulated learning. With the aid of careful and sustained
teacher modelling, children acquire and extend the language to enable them to
talk about their learning, discussing for example what might have been a ‘tricky
point’ in a lesson or task and what helped them in coming to their own and
shared reflections about a key aspect of learning.
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Golden thread: oracy and dialogue
In a world that is increasingly interconnected, complex communication skills
are widely recognised as invaluable characteristics of productive and intercultural
citizens (Autor, Levy & Murnan, 2003). It is therefore essential that a school
curriculum enables the potential for learners to develop an ability to articulate
their ideas and through active listening engage in ‘inter-thinking’ where they
can build on the ideas of their own and others (Alexander, 2017). This kind of
talk in which children listen to each other engaging with ideas, share relevant
knowledge and justify their ideas and reasoning is known as ‘Productive’ or
‘Exploratory’ forms of dialogue (Howe & Abedin, 2013). Through several cycles
of Lesson Study and teacher practitioner research, a number of key points from
the dialogue research have become woven into pedagogy and curriculum at the
University of Cambridge Primary School. Some of these shared school practices
are summarised in Figure 3.2.
Firstly, it became clear that in order for children to engage in exploratory
talk, it was essential that they saw a genuine purpose in any activities suggested
by their teacher. Through appropriate challenges in their subject learning,
they needed to specifically develop collaborative learning skills (Luckin et al.,
2017) and assimilate shared understandings of ‘rules for talk’. These included
norms such as reaching a shared agreement, challenging and building on the
ideas of others respectfully, distributing talk equitably amongst the group and
having a positive attitude about learning within a group. As well as coming to
naturalise these, learners needed specific opportunities to plan, reflect honestly and set goals together in the aim to create ‘caring, collaborative, critical
and creative’ interactions (Phillipson & Wegerif, 2016). It was these dialogic
skills in the classroom that underpinned the efficacy of dialogic approaches
such as Philosophy for Children, empowering learners to create and discuss
their own questions and change their minds through using their peers as
effective instructional resources (Educational Endowment Foundation, 2015).
Using the oracy framework (Millard & Menzies, 2016) allowed the school
to evaluate which strands of dialogue were being purposefully developed
in pupils across the curriculum. For example, a focus on the physical oracy
strand was supported by weekly sessions with an instructor from the London
Academy of Music and Dramatic Art (LAMDA) who expertly taught children
to use their body and voice effectively. Within subject areas such as English
and Geography, linguistic strands of oracy could be brought out. In reading
sessions, vocabulary relating to the foundation subject learning was taught
through several strategies such as ‘dual-coding’, contextualising language,
using sentence stems, displaying vocabulary and metacognitive reflection
opportunities. For example, in responding to the prompt ‘how could a child
labour employer sleep at night?’, one child built on the idea of another friend
to answer, showing a development towards using more advanced language: “I
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Figure 3.2 Oracy and Dialogue School Strategies
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don’t think they could sleep because they would feel guilty for employing
a child. They just recruited a child and endangered them by putting them
in bad conditions”.

Golden thread: playful enquiry
It is widely recognised that children experiencing some feeling of being in control of their environment and their learning is fundamental to them developing
confidence in their abilities, and their ability to respond positively to setbacks
and challenges (Goswami, 2015). In play, children set their own tasks, which
may or may not be goal oriented. Sometimes the pleasure in a playful activity is
gained through engaging with and exploring a process, with no particular end in
mind. Children spontaneously set themselves challenges in their play and, given
a choice, will often choose a task which is more challenging than one which
an adult might have thought appropriate. Providing children with achievable
challenges, and supporting them so they can meet them, is a powerful way to
encourage positive attitudes to learning, and the children’s independent ability
to take on challenging tasks (Whitebread & Coltman, 2016).
It seems play also links closely to developing values. A key attribute of compassion is the ability to show empathy, to put oneself in another’s shoes and
see issues from another’s perspective. This is very much related to social aspects
of self-regulation in which children gradually learn to be able to make and
maintain friendships, to co-operate with others and to resolve social problems
independently of adults. Research suggests that such social abilities are crucially
dependent on children developing a secure ‘theory of mind’, an understanding
that others have minds like their own and so may have different thoughts and
views (Wellman, 1988; Whitebread, 2000). This ability to consider the views
of others is one of the cognitive skills greatly supported by imaginative role
play, or ‘socio-dramatic’ play. This type of play is now recognised as one which
offers intense challenge to children, requiring a high degree of self-regulation.
‘Becoming’ another in a role play scenario requires children to consider the
possible responses that might be made by their character together with the
gestures, voice and language they might use. Children must show an awareness
of, and follow, the social rules of the context and character. The impact of pretence play in terms of developing deductive reasoning and the self-regulation
of ‘impulsive’ behaviour has been shown repeatedly (Whitebread & Jameson,
2010). Working with children in special schools, O’Connor and Stagnitti (2011)
found that children who engaged in socio-dramatic play were less likely than
others to be socially disruptive and became more socially connected than those
from a control group.
As children immerse themselves in pretend play, they create a context for
learning which is real and meaningful to them as boundaries between reality
and imagination become blurred and irrelevant. This notion of play and ‘real’
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everyday experiences as equally valid meaningful contexts to young children
will be confirmed by anyone who has observed a conversation between a child
and a hand-held puppet. An imaginary context can be every bit as real for young
children as a trip to the supermarket or an outing to the park (Tyrell, 2001;
Coltman, 2006).
The school has worked to create a playful curriculum where children are
given opportunities to explore and apply their learning through play. An overarching topic is introduced each term which provides a focus for children’s
learning, and it is through each topic that different themes can be explored in
imaginative and creative ways, allowing children to deepen their understanding
in ways that best suit them. For example, in a topic on sustainable fashion, the
challenges on the Learning Street served to provide rich formative assessment
opportunities for children to independently apply learning from the classroom.
Children had been faced with the consequences that disposable consumer fashion had on the environment in the polluted rivers next to clothes factories and
in the devastating impact that cotton farming had on the Aral Sea. These ethical
issues resonated with the children and they were motivated to learn each week
in a group and then independently in a learning task that related to positive
social action. On one station, children could be seen writing and preparing the
posting of letters to high-street brands to ask how ethically sourced their clothes
were. On another, a group of children would talk in the ‘philosophy nook’,
recording video-logs debating whether ‘fast-fashion’ was a necessary evil. The
computing-focused area housed a green screen and photography ‘studio’ where
children could dress up and create video campaign logs around the social issues
of fashion. Another station held a resourced sewing area for children to consolidate their sewing skills through various practice tasks for a classroom design and
technology project they were engaging with. Teachers came to appreciate why
this more independent learning time was a highlight in the week for children
who reported back feeling a sense of agency that playful enquiry brought and
used this to develop curiosity of a subject they were genuinely interested in. For
acquiring knowledge around the fashion topic, explicit teaching was key but for
enabling children to apply, play with and be creative with the knowledge they
had gained, a degree of learning that involved choice and challenge was also
valuable and appeared to foster longer-term aims of learning autonomy (James
et al., 2007).

Weaving the threads: curriculum in practise and as practice
At UCPS, we initially experimented with both an immersive curriculum and
a model of traditional weekly slots for different subjects; we found both to
be problematic. Evenly dividing the curriculum into weekly lessons across all
subjects was extremely difficult to timetable without inadvertently creating
fragmented learning experiences. Equally, immersion subject learning where
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history for example would be taught for one or two weeks at a time left too
long a gap between other subjects and so lacked coherence. We moved to using
a flexible framework of selecting curriculum major and minor ‘spotlight’ subject
areas grouped by half-termly learning progressions as well as identifying which
curriculum areas required daily scheduling, such as physical exercise, singing and
mindfulness. Other core and foundation subjects could be mapped with vertical
progression across the school. It was notable, however, how lacking and sparse
curriculum guidance materials and research were in supporting such planning
and a large disparity in the materials available between subjects. Progression in
learning to meet specified national curriculum outcomes were worked with as
starting points, and mapped over the weeks to give each subject a spotlight focus
so that children had the opportunity to go into depth in the unique ‘lens’ on the
world that different subjects capture. This first stage of mapping the curriculum
coverage laid out a coherent wider curriculum journey for children through the
school in each academic year and progression of subject areas between years.This
had positive implications for teacher workload; by removing top-level planning,
teachers could be enabled to focus on the detail of sequencing the learning journey rather than spending considerable amounts of time on mapping coverage.
The overview document given to teachers provided them with a starting point
with suggested ideas but importantly also included the autonomy to bring their
own knowledge and experience to decisions about how to design the learning
sequence. From here, teachers in their planning teams and consulting with outside expertise, could use this base information to create more detailed week by
week journey maps to set out learning outcomes. They would work backwards
from these to plan the broken-down knowledge, concepts, skills and values
needed to meet the desired endpoint. The framework in Figure 3.3 outlines the
process of the medium term learning sequence planning from this starting point.

Reflections and development
In designing a curriculum, we need at the core, to understand its purposes: why are
we doing it? What are we doing? How are we doing it? We need to consider what
we want children to learn, how they might learn it, what space they will do it in,
what will characterise their relationships and what knowledge, qualities and ‘ways
of being’ such interactions will enculturate.While it is impossible to know exactly
what the future will hold for our learners, principles can serve us well; alongside
knowledge, does the enacted curriculum foster moral, human values, intelligence,
warm-heartedness, collaborative and intercultural dispositions towards others?
What we realise through our own enquiry into curriculum design is the core need
for subject, curriculum and pedagogical development to be more closely aligned
with ongoing professional development activities. Some of these themes arise
in Unlocking Research: Reimagining Professional Development (Hargreaves & Rolls,
2020). In reflecting back over our process, and looking forward to the ongoing
development of our curriculum, a number of points come to mind.
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MAPPING
In planning teams,
teachers design the
medium term journey
of learning considering
the learning outcome of
the topic, focus values and
the knowledge, concepts
and skills to be developed
through the topic.
Teachers plan English
sequence alongside the
topic to make cross-curricular links as appropriate.

PLANNING DEVELOPMENT

• Learning street
specific resources.

• Classroom
curriculum-resources.

• English key texts

Teachers resource the
curriculum, ordering:

Regular opportunities for
dialogic learning how to
talk and through talk.

Integration of knowledge,
concepts and skills through
coherently planned week
by week sequence of
learning. Formative
assessment to develop
children’s learning
autonomy.
Spoken and written
teaching opportunities
that develop values
through subject
knowIedge.

Opportunities for
reflection on conditional
knowledge, values
and habits of learning
skills.

Family Friday - parents
are invited to join class
to celebrate learning.
Feedback from
parents gained.

End product
celebration.

Teaching for knowledge, values and learning dispositions

• Teacher assessments

• Collaborative or
individual low-stakes
assessment ‘quiz’
giving student to
teacher feedback of
declarative knowIedge
and retrieval practice.

Assessment towards
(but not at) the end of
the topic:

DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE, VALUES, CONCEPTS & SKILLS

Home Learning
opportunities extended
to (but not required of)
children.

Extra support for
children with additional
needs as assessed
necessary.

Physical and electronic
resources filed for future
iterations.

Teachers review
curriculum
implementation.

REVIEWING

Preparation: In the
week before the
children start their new
topic, the learning
street is resourced.
The new topic is
launched with a moral
dilemma, hook and
engagement. Teaching
begins. Foundation
stage lessons are
planned together as a
unit.

RESOURCING

Planning for knowledge, values and learning dispositions

Teachers research
topic, curriculum
materials and discuss
initial ideas for medium
term plan. Teaching
teams invite expert
advisors in to gain
technical knowledge.
Teachers choose
English key texts (with
text type and grammar
focus in mind) and
visual media.

Figure 3.3 Curriculum Planning Cycle

• Event (e.g. children
participating in a
theatre performance)

• Curiosity (new
information that
engages)

• ‘big issue’/moral
imperative dilemma
(e.g. environmental
destruction)

Developing children’s
interest in the new
topic through key
texts or experiences:

INSPIRING LEARNERS

Teaching

Initial mapping of
national curriculum
into thematic areas and
(specifies curriculum
areas, national
curriculum objectives,
major and minor
curriculum spotlight
areas, focus values,
visitors/visits, continuous provision planning.
Subject related texts
selected and ordered.

Design

Curriculum Planning Framework
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Systems: As an education system, we need a much more coherent set of curriculum support materials. There is little sense in teachers creating similar
resources across the country or haphazardly searching a variety of untested
resources on the internet. There is an opportunity to look to systems like
Japan, where teachers, subject specialists and researchers are given opportunities to collaborate through lesson study to develop high-quality instructional
materials that are accessible to all.
Considering the purpose: When curriculum aims are considered meaningfully,
curriculum and pedagogy cannot be thought about in isolation. The notion
of pedagogical repertoires is important for understanding how different
teaching approaches develop different aspects of learning. Rather than falsely
polarising instructional modes against each other, they are more helpfully
conceptualised for teachers in terms of their potential strengths and limitations, pitfalls and conditions for success.
Knowing (and living) our values: Values can be developed alongside and through
the development of knowledge, concepts and skills. In the sustainable fashion
topic mentioned in this chapter, children gained empathy for the human
experiences of those affected by a highly polluting global industry in the
context of their geography and English learning.
Notions of autonomy and agency: Developing children’s learning autonomy
through a focus on nurturing positive habits of mind, oracy and dialogue
and playful enquiry are best served when embedded within teaching of the
curriculum and not considered separate aims to a curriculum. Practically
speaking, it is unlikely that schools have time to schedule ‘learning how to
learn’ lessons, nor might these be desirable if separated from the actual curriculum material to grapple with and reflect on.
Curriculum design and professional development: It is a missed opportunity
to separate curriculum and professional development. Teachers’ literacy of
curriculum materials, subject, pedagogical content and progression knowledge can be developed through a focus on curriculum development where
collaborative practitioner research can facilitate planning, observing and
reflecting on the efficacy of instruction.Through the core planning processes
necessary in high quality teaching, teachers engage in a mode of professional
learning that develops practicable knowledge for teaching.
Spaces: The physical and symbolic space of the classroom in many ways mediate
the experienced curriculum. If a curriculum aims to teach the heart as well
as the mind, the importance of human interactions through which children
learn and reflect on knowledge might easily be underestimated when considering curriculum design. More broadly, invisible classroom norms are a
powerful prism through which the intended curriculum is experienced.
Children learn what to expect when they enter a school and a classroom, and
this likely impacts on social and motivational aspects of learning alongside
the quality of the pupil-to-pupil dialogue that takes place.
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Mindful possibilities: Physical and emotional health can be marginalised within a
focus on an academic curriculum.Whereas in other countries such as China,
where physical exercise is strongly valued and culturally embedded, habits
are much more variable in the west, as are norms around eating and nutrition. Our school has worked to give attention to these through daily class
exercise, mindfulness and family-style dining routines. Similarly, therapeutic
approaches to working with children are employed where appropriate and
for children with trauma and attachment difficulties. It is widely documented
that physical and emotional health are key components of life satisfaction in
adults. It would follow then that a curriculum should pay due attention and
time to developing these in daily schooling.
Towards a global curriculum: The choice of curriculum content beyond the
basics of a national curriculum represent values of what issues are important
for the future. Through efforts to provide a ‘knowledge-rich’ curriculum,
there is commonly an emphasis on powerful knowledge of the past but
these also need to be connected to pressing global curriculum issues of the
present and future.
In light of the numerous and considerable challenges facing societies across the
world, curriculums hold within them the potential of hope. Hope that future
generations will act and make complex decisions in intelligent and compassionate ways. Hope that citizens can, alongside knowledge, skills and ideas for
advancement, also carry with them ‘ways of being’ that enable them to bring
about sustainable change. Because of this, pedagogy and curriculum must work
in unison; how they interact during a child’s education is of real significance. If
we want to make claims to ‘preparing our students for a world we cannot possibly
imagine’ (Wiliam, 2011), we need to be confident that our enacted curriculum is
imbued with the types of positive relationships, values and experiences that will
empower learners to release their own imaginations now and far into the future.
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